HAVANA HUSTLE

Dealing with criminals his way led Tony Harwood to a parting of the ways with the Miami
cops. Now hes trying to make it as a private eye in the funky Florida Keys -- and gaining a
reputation for getting results...his way. Ramon Marquesa has a reputation, too. As the scion of
South Floridas most powerful family, and the untouchable brother of a political strongman,
hes got a stranglehold on Key West that cant be broken. But now hes frantic to hide the only
witness who can prove his guilt in a cold-blooded drive-by shooting. Prosecuting for the State
Attorneys office, Kay Fulton needs the Marquesa conviction to keep her from abandoning her
own convictions about the law, life and love. Thats why she turns to Tony Harwood. But
finding the key witness in Key West will mean penetrating the sun, surf and sub-machine gun
subculture of the islands Cubano community -- where everyone, cops included, mambos to
Ramon Marquesas tune. That means Tony Harwood will have to play hardball...or die hard.
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Dealing with criminals his way led Tony Harwood to a parting of the ways with the Miami
cops. Now he's trying. During a heat wave, a Canadian girl finds herself at a high stakes poker
game with the heads of the Havana underworld. Armed with a trick she learned from an.
I met Pablo in December at a rooftop bar offering cheap cocktails, live salsa, and an expansive
view of Havana Harbor. Pablo -- his name and. Buy dresses online at Peppermayo. Shop the
biggest brands, like this Pink/Blue Havana Hustle by Toby Heart Ginger. Discover the latest
party & maxi dresses. Find out more about HAVANA HUSTLE by John Leslie at Simon &
Schuster. Read book reviews & excerpts, watch author videos & more.
I didn't recognize Yule right away when she emerged from a bathroom stall of an exclusive
Italian restaurant on the Prado, a street popular with.
While I wouldn't normally consider wandering around a city on a self-guided tour an
adventure, Havana certainly was. So much so we were.
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